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Is the subject matter of the Disclosure believed to be subject to Export Control Regulations?

☑ Yes ☐ No

Is the Disclosure being submitted for (select one):

- Internal Purposes? ☐
- Commercial Opportunity Assessment? ☑

If Submitted for Commercial Opportunity Assessment move on to complete invention disclosure and personnel from the Office of Innovation and Industry Engagement will be in contact regarding next steps.

If Submitted for Internal Purposes, then select expected internal action below:

**SPONSOR FUNDED DISCOVERY**

☑ Report to Sponsor for contract compliance without election of title

☐ Report to Sponsor for contract compliance, elect title, and seek patent for defensive purposes (patenting costs paid by Center/Institute internal funds)

**INTERNALLY FUNDED DISCOVERY**

☐ Record centrally with no further action.

☐ Seek patent for defensive purposes (patenting costs paid by Center/Institute internal funds)